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PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

The Hermitage, oriented toward a long-gone road (said to have been the old post road)
stands in a tree.... framed clearing; with its range of outbuildings it creates a strong impression of a functioning plantation complex, now deserted. The dwelling is'a handsome
tripartite frame building. The two-story central block has a three-bay wide pedimented
facade, and the one-story f+anking wings, their rooflines parallel to the facade, are
two bays wide. An exterior end chimney rises at the end of each wing and at the rear
of the very long central block. At this rear elevation a double-shoulder chimney is
flanked by windows. The house stands over a cellar on a foundation of brick covered
with scored stucco.
The exterior finish is extremely well-preserved and essentially unaltered, with
traditional--and occasionally slightly inventive--early Federal elements. The house is
covered with molded weatherboards, and the windows, with nine-over-nine sash, have
molded frames and rounded sills. An especially rich cornice treatment occurs, outlining
the pediment of the main (northwest) facade and running along the sides (but not rear)
of the central block and across the facades of the wings. Reading from top to bottom it
consists of molded cornice above a narrow band of dentils, a frieze, a course of undercut
modillions, and another molded cornice above two rows of dentils. The sides of the
modillion cornice dmvnward are handsomely shaped .to reflect the outline of the elements ..
A similar cornice outlines the pediment of the delicate entrance porch, which has
~pered, turned posts.
The tympanum of this pediment, like the main pediment, is
. _.Jvered with weatherboards in a chevron pattern ..
The highly individualized character of the doorway treatment contrasts with the
rather traditional finish of the rest of the exterior and is suggestive of the woodwork
of the interior. It is also related to work at Mowfield, in n~ighboring Northampton
County. The door itself has eight raised panels--two lower vertical rectangles, three
pairs of nearly square rectangles above that. This is framed by a curious arrangement
of three concentric crossetted moldings--with the crossettes occuring at the side
rather than at the corner, and the inner one having a triangular rather than squared
crossette. ~vo curious triglyph-like blocks interrupt the lintel. Flanking this frame
are two-stage, tapered fluted pilasters, a short pilaster topping a longer one and the
shorter ones flanking an arcaded transom. From the upper pilasters springs a pediment
with a curvilinear central cartouche.
As expected in a tripartite house, the interior has a central entrance hall ~vith
stair in the main block, '!;vith doors leading to the wing rooms. On the rear wall of
thIs hall, however, is a fireplace, and to the rear of the hall is a rather narro'!;-,
lateral hall bet~veen the front hall room and the large rear parlor. The plan of the
second floor consists of c narrOtv hall running front-to-~ack along the side, providing
access to the three rooms: one in the front, one midway, and one--larger and extending
the \-7idth of the central block--at. the rear.
The first-floor finish is quite handsome and generally consistent. Doors with six
raised panels are hung on rising butt plate hinges in molded frames
Hainscots generally
cur, though the lateral hall has a plastered dado beneath the chair rail. The front
0
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hall and rear parlor have molded cornices as well. Mantels are of a transitional
Georgian-Federal character, some quite eccentric, resembling the doorway in the unacademic application of classical motifs.
The mantel in the front hall has a marble fireplace surround. This is framed by a
heavy, molded, mitered frame. From this rises a frieze with a plain center tablet and
narrow, oval-paneled end blocks with upper demi-sunbursts. The cornice shelf, which
breaks out over all three elements, is adorned with heavy,dentils. The mantel in the
rear parlor, removed in the last two years, was the most elaborate in the house. Marble
faced the fireplace, framed by an ornate band of gougework. This in turn was flanked by
pilasters with reeded panels terminating in demi-sunbursts and caps adorned with a
foliate motif. A band of gougework ran beneath the three-part frieze. The end blocks
were truncated versions of the pilasters, while the reeded center tablet was carved
"tvith an oval. Elaborate reeding and gougework also adorned the cornice shelf. In this
room--unaltered except for the removal of the mantel--the woodwork is the most ornate,
with a variation on a wall-or-troy motif along the heavy molded chair rail, and panels
breaking out from the wainscot to serve as bases for the windows. The wooden cornice
~s heavy and molded, with a fretwork pattern.
The wing rooms have plastered dadoes beneath molded chair rails. 'The mantel in
the south\.Yest 'tying room has a molded, mitered architrave, with a most unusual frieze
treatment. Rounded end blocks carry a band of fretwork like the parlor chair rail,
and the very heavy cornice shelf breaks out over the end blocks as caps. The tall frieze
extends outward to flank the end blocks and is cut out in an exaggerated curvilinear
pattern, almost resembling a ramped frieze. The mantel in the northeast wing room has
elements that are simplified, much less impressive versions of those of the entrance
hall mantel ..
The second story is simply finished, with beaded chair rails and baseboards.
Mantels (in the front and rear rooms only, the middle one being unheated) are also
simple--standard secondary mantels with a single panel above the opening, and a molded
shelf.
Of considerable interest are the outbuildings located to the rear. (There is a
newer outbuilding to-the side of the house as well.) These are arranged in a line
~unning back from the rear southwest corner of the dwelling, and all are one-story frame
structures. First is a board-and-batten kitchen with a gable roof. Inside it is plastered and partitioned into a small hall and a larger room, sharing a massive interior
chimney. An enclosed stair leads to a 10ft. Next is a board-and~batten smokehouse, a
tall windowless structure with a steep gable roof. To the rear of this, probably the
most interesting of the group, is the dairy. It too is board-and-batten beneath a vent
space of plain wooden strips. Above is a deeply caved plastered cornice, sheltered by
~he overhang of the pyramidal roof t~ich is topped by a pointed wooden finial.
Ranged
, ether from the house are barns, a servants' quarters, tobacco barns, and other
structures.
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The Hermitage, built early in the nineteenth century for planter Thomas Blount Hill,
is an impressive and well-preserved example of the tripartite house form, a house type
especially popular in Virginia-influenced northeastern North Carolina. The handsome
proportions of the facade are complemented by the rich wood~vork detail inside and out.
The frame dwelling, essentially unchanged, exists in an isolated rural setting as part
of a plantation complex including·several·interesting-outbuildingsll
One of-the most prominent families of eastern North Carolina were the Hills. Some-.
time after May, 1808, Thomas Blount Hill purchased a plantation from the 680-acre estate
of John Ricks, planter of Halifax County. This plantation was situated ·on the south side
''1f Roanoke River and south side of Conoconnara Swamp, in Halifax County, and eventually
.s expanded to over two thousand acres on both sides of the Conoconnara.. Hill's family
home near Palmyra in Halifax County, was burned after 1797, and Thomas Blount Hill then
purchased the Ricks property, after 1808 and probably before 1810, on which he built his
elegant house, which he named the Hermitage ..
Thomas Blount Hill was a son of Colonel Whitmel Hill and his wife Winifred Blount.
Colonel Hill was a graduate of the University of Pennsylvania i~ 1760, and a conspicuous
public figure during. the Revolution. He was a delegate to the Provincial Congresses at
Hillsborough in 1775 and at Halifax in 1776, a delegate to the Continental Congress at
Philadelphia from 1778-1781, and a member of the Council of State in 1781. He died at
illS Palmyra house on Sept'ember 12, 1797.
His son Thomas Blount Hill was 'born February
26, 1775) and was married on November 26, 1799, to Rebecca Norfleet, a daughter of Reuben
and Mary Figures Norfleet of Bertie County. Rebecca was born January 28, 1783. Hill,
member of a widespread and socially prominent family, evidently was a typical plant~r
but did not enter into politics.
Stylistic
was
i ) f significant
~aster builder
County.
p.lant~tion

evidence is consistent \.,ith the tradition that the house on the Hermitage
built about 1810; the house is related by its tripartite form to a number
dwellings in the Roanoke River Valley.. It is ventured that the same
may have worked at the Hermitage and at Mowfields in adjoining Northampton

Thomas Blount Hill died on October 15, 1815, leaving a \vife and five children.
Norfleet Hill died on Hay 19, 1845, at 'tV'hich time her youngest son, Thomas
?'I aunt Hill, Jr
inherit'2d the Hermitage plantation ..
::t~becca
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Thomas Blount Hill, Jr., was born June 28, 1813, and married Maria T. Simpson of
New Bern, North Carolina on September 15, 1836. He received an AB degree from the
University of North Carolina in 1832.
On July 26, 1842 Hill deeded 400 acres on the "South side of Conoconary Swamp
adjoining the land of Thomas Tillery & others ... II" to John Tillery.. The deed 'tITas recorded at February Court, 1845. John Tillery lived nearby, and whether the Hill family
remained in the house until the greater part of the large plantation was sold to John
Tillery. a number of years later is not evident. On December 15, 1853, Thomas Blount
Hill, Jr., then residing in Hillsborough, Orange County, North Carolina, sold 2,290 acres
to· John Tillery. This tract was "lying on the south side of Roanoke.River & north of
Connconary Swamp including the Mill and Mill pond known as Hill\' s .. " The price was
$10,000 .. In November, 1853, Thomas Blount Hill, Jr .. , had purchased a house and five
acres of the James Phillips estate in Hillsborough, North Carolina, named it Belle Vue,
and moved his family there.
John Tillery was a member of a family of prominent planters in central Halifax
Junty. The Hermitage passed unaltered to his son, John Richard Tillery 'tvho lived in
che house until his death in 1928, at age 92, at 'tIThich time he left a life estate in
the property to his nephew Junius Tillery, at whose death it was to go to his son, John.
The property is now owned by the heirs' of the late Dr. John Tillery ..
The house is important as one of the fe'tIT surviving examples of the tripartite house
type in northeastern North Carolina. The Grove, at Halifax, was a notable example; the
Sally-Billy House in Halifax County is an eccentric with a one-bay central block, and
Little Manor/Mosby Hall, now in ruins,. ~as the other extreme with its massive five-bay
central block.. Thomas \vaterman sees all of these--and the other examples now gone--as
being inspired by the Semple House in Williamsburg and finds their deviations in proportion from thai example unfortunate. He cites the "Tillery house in Tillery, Halifax
County," as "approximat/ing/ the Randolph-Semple house more nearly than any other"
despite "countrified modifications' that detract from the design, "singling out the
place~ent of the chimneys at the ends of the 'tvings.
He describes the Tillery house as
"the pediment type at its fullest develo~ment. fI,

,.
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Interview with Charles Lo .Tillery, Halifax, North Carolina. December 30, 1974.
The University of North Carolina Alumni Directory 1795-1953. Chapel Hill, 1954.
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